HALLO – long staggered rectangles in an irregular format to create movement across the floor

CIAO – creates a contemporary landscape with a mix of large and small blocks

NIHAO – an overlay of open circles and curvilinear shapes

What started as a general study of geometrics in textiles and interiors eventually transformed into a visual journey from a satellite view many miles above the Earth. Overhead views of a train yard, planted crops and roadways inspire the styling of the three broadloom styles within the COSMOPOLITAN Collection. Through the evolution of a design idea, the inspiration for Cosmopolitan became a truly unique translation of a somewhat common theme.

Each broadloom style features a tip shear construction in 12 upscale colorways. Cosmopolitan offers a sophisticated range of foundational neutrals paired with modern accents that can be used in a variety of spaces.
BROADLOOM
Cosmopolitan Collection